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ANALYSIS OF NON-LINEARITIES IN
COMPRESSION DRIVERS AND

HORNS

PhilippeROBINEAU R_mi VAUCHER

NEXO 154all_edes Erables,BP 50107 95950 ROISSY CDG FRANCE

This paper will show that the main cause of distortion in compression drivers is
the air non linearity that occurs in the horn and phase plug and not in the

transducer itself. This non-linearity is mainly a result of the modulation of the
celerity the sound wave by the acoustic velocity. Modeling has been made and

successfully experimented by pre-correcting the audio signal in the digital
domain.

I. Introduction
Non linearities in transducers are a well known fact. This phenomenon is particularly
audible and bothersome if the transducer is a pressure chamber loudspeaker and in
this case a high level of distortion (may be above 30%) arises in the high and mid-
high frequencies. In most cases this distortion limits the use of the transducers
which could be otherwise driven nearer to their mechanical and thermal limits.

Although magnetic and mechanical non linearities may also exits in horn
compression drivers, as in mid range or bass loudspeakers [6] [7], the predominant
distortion is induced by the non-linear behavior of the transmission medium (i.e. air)
associated with high acoustical intensity.

Distortion having been analyzed, and then theoretically modeled as a non-linear
transformation [PI applied to the acoustic signal x(t), it has been possible to find an
inverse transformation [p-1] (i.e. such as P[P'_(x(t))]=x(t)) to be applied to the
electrical signal as a pta-correction.. The pre-correction algorithm has been tested
in simulation and experiments, and then implemented in the digital domain to
achieve a real time processing.
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I. 1. Brief technical background
Most transmission mediumsare nonlinearas soonas the amplitudesof transmitted
signals are large enough to induce deformations which can no longer be considered
as small perturbations of the physical parameters of the said medium at its
equilibrium state. This phenomenon can easily be seen in the case of the
propagation of acoustic waves in a fluid medium.When air is the medium (supposed
adiabatic),the fundamentalformulas of the so-called, linear, acousticwaves
propagation are deducted from:

° application of the two fundamental principles of the dynamic, mass
conservation and kinetic quantity

_-_-k V. 0 [Eq. 1
(p._)

&(pa) + grad(p) = 0 [Eq.2
&

· linearisation of the adiabatic equation which links pressure and density in a

(perfect) gas medium, p = pr (where 7 is the ratio of the specific heats.)

At the first order of the power series we have the linear acoustic equations. Validity
of such a linearisation depends on the ratio between the 1storder coefficient (equal
to c2)and the further order coefficients. Classical non-linear acoustic equations are
obtained taking in account the second order terms.

Considering high acoustic intensity transducers {such as compression drivers), it is
known from both theoretical works ([2] p223; [1] 0275) and experiments that:

· for a pure sine wave, n thHarmonic (Hn)is increased by (n-1)*3dBwhen
acousticalpower is doubled

° For an exponentialhorn of infinite length, Hn is increasedby n*3 dB when the
ratio betweenfrequencyof the emittedsignal and the cut-off frequencyof the
horn is doubled, at the same intensity.

According to the previousstatements, loudspeakersandcabinets manufacturers
haveoften tried to reduce this distortion by physicalmeans,but the work done in
this area could notyieldedsatisfactory results.This inabilityto reduce distortion is
mainlydue to keepa certain trade off betweencontradictoryrequirements
concerningthe dimensionsof the transducerand the associatehorn:

· Obtainingan extended frequencyresponseand maintainingdirectional
propertiesat high frequenciesimpliessmall throat dimensions;

· Achieving Iow distortion implies increasingthe cross sectionof the threat of
the transducer(near the pressurechamber)since for a givenacoustical
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power the sound pressure level conditioningthe distortion is inversely
proportional to the cross section.

· The cut off frequency,for a Iowdistortion, mustbe as large as possibleand
that is incompatiblewith hornsdesignedfor having a wide frequency range.

II. Theoretical Model

II. 1. Static and propagative distortion
Distortion in horncompressiondrivers is generally onlyviewed as a phenomenonof
, air overload in the horn ,, [2]) ·when applyingthe thermodynamicadiabatic law
PVY=constant to large amplitudes- where 1st order approximationis no morevalid -
, the acousticpressurecreated by compressionor expansionof air does not follow
a linear law. [1]. Accordingto the law of energy conservationin an adiabatic flow:

T°= 1+7-). M2
T 2

7-1

Laplace laws -> '_o =

7-1

andso -'"z-= 1+ .... M 2
/'o 2

This non-linearity(whichwe wouldcall ,, static ,) is neverthelessnot the major
cause of distortion. Introducing2d order termsin equations1 and2 modifies the
wave equationsthemselves,leadingto another form of distortionwhich is
,, propagative,,, meaningthat the celerityof the waves is dependingon the acoustic
velocity. Accordingto previousworks of the litteratureon non-linearacoustics [3] an
to our experiments,this distortion is in fact predominantin our field of interest.

11.2.Propagative distortion in case of a plane wave.
Consideringthe abovefundamentalequationsappliedto a plane wave on a Ox
axis, vector u can now be expressedas the scalarvariableV: the acoustic velocity
at a point with abscissax=0 is any functionof time V0(t),and the velocity V(x,t) at
any pointwith abscissax is relatedto Vo(t).

In case of linear approximation(1storder, valid for Iowamplitudes):

V(x,t)=Vo(t-x/Co) which [Eq.3

For a non-linear medium (2ndorder):
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This means that the propagation celerity of points representing the signal amplitude 
is modulated by acoustic celerity, the celerity for a positive amplitude being greater 
than the celerity for a point with the same negative amplitude. 

Comparing the equations (3) and (4) term by term shows up the basic principle of 
the correction since to a predetermined time-delay x/C,, as a function of distance in 
the linear case there correspond a time delay : 

X 
Z= 

c +y+1” 0 
2 O 

CEq. 5 

if the non linearity of the propagation is taken into account. 

Consequently it is exactly as if the acoustical wave at any point was distorted or 
modulated by variable delays dependent on the velocity VO at the origin. (Figures 4 
& 5) 



11.3.Applicationto propagationin horns.
We haveseen a way (for a plane wave) to calculate_ function of the initial
amplitudeof the velocity Vo,and the lengthof the acousticpath. Maythis result be
adaptedto the case of acoustichorns?

Considering a practical acoustic horn device such as shown in Figure 1, the
acousticpath that hasto be regardedextentsfrom the pressurechamberoutput,
which is then the true input (throat) of the horn.The first hornsegment is formed by
the channelsof the phase plug,and on some lengthof the initialacoustical path of
the horn the internalcross-section is relativelysmall (comparedto the wave-length)
so that the propagationcan be consideredas unidirectional,sphericityof the wave
front being still neglictible.

As the non-lineareffects are mostly producedwherethe cross-sectionis small
(sincedependingon the acoustic intensity),the contributionto the overall distortion
of the initial part of the horn is strongly predominant and one can reasonably
consider that the unidirectional assumption will introduce neglictible errors in our
concern.

The total distortion to be taken intoconsiderationat the outlet fromthe horn (since
non-lineardistortion arising betweenthe outlet from the horn and the listenercan be
neglected) may so be determined by integration allowing for the shape of the
horn.([Eq. 6)

[Eq. 6

[ dx
r(x) = j's,..,,.,..Col +r . Vo

2 Co
Specifically the shape of the horn may be characterized by expressing the variation
in the amplitude V(x)of the velocityalong the propagationpath Ox.If the shape of the
horn can be related to an analytical function S(x) expressing the variation in the
cross-sectionof the horn along the Ox axis, it is possibleto deducea function V(x)
characterizingthe variation in the amplitudeof the velocity along Ox.

In some cases the time delay function can itself be obtained in a relativelysimple
y+l vo

analyticalform. x(_0,L,Z:o),with 5o= 2 co

and x0 which is dependent on the horn.

Subsequentequations are given'for conical and exponentialhorns but the principle
is valid for all horn whatever the shape they may have.

Fora conical horn of length L andwith a throat cross-sectionSoas definedby the
equation:

[Eq. 7
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Ixl2S(x) = So · _-o

in which Xois a constantcharacteristicof the horn, the followingequation is
obtained:

[Eq. 8

_(_o,L, xo) L__o. XOLog(1.+ L)= Co x(l+ o)

'where_o-7+l Vo
2 co

For an exponential horn of length Land throat cross section So, as defined by the
equation:

[Eq. 9

S(x) = So. exp 2"x

where a=m/2; m, the flare of tho horn, is a constantcharacteristicof tho horn:

[Eq. 10

_:(_o,L,a) = L 1 Log(lq l+_°2ex_p(-ar))Co ace 1+_ o )

Here the term <,throat crosssection ,, denotes the sum of the cross sectionsof tho
openingsfrom the phase plugs in the diaphragmarea.

II. & Validation of the model
The model considersthe followingstatement(whichhavebeen verifiedby
experiment).

Almost all distortion of the sound wave due to the non-linearityof the air occurs
betweenthe transducerand the outletfrom the horn. Beyondthis the wave
propagatesnormallywithoutsignificantfurtherdistortion.

The resultingdistortion of the sound wave can be regardedas a variablephase shift
(or delays) of certain parts of thesound wave, dependingon the sound pressure
level.

The goal of the model is thereforeto predicthow such distortion of the sound will
evolve in order to apply compensatingvariable time delaysand magnitude
adjustment to the electrical signal drivingthe transducer.
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UJ_.a.Simulation program (non-real time)
After having determined the laws ruling the propagative delay and static distortion, a
program was developed to test the efficiency of those algorithms using real signals
and a measurement environment based on:

· an arbitrary waveform generator (WAVETEK 75), programmable through a
GPIB interface, including a 12 bits D/A converter with a programmable
sampling rate up to 2 MHz.

· an FFT analyzer (ONO SOKKI CF 930).

The device under test was a compression driver TAD loaded with a NEXO HF horn
powered by a gain calibrated amplifier. An equalizer was inserted between the
generator and the amplifier to provide a flat linear transfer function between input
electrical voltage and output acoustic velocity.

The program processed an input waveform file with a number N of data points and
two processed data files were created:

· a file of the simulated non corrected acoustic waveform, for comparison with
measurements.

· a file of the pre-corrected electrical input waveform.

The arrays of signal data points were derived by using a linear interpolation
between data points computed at unequal time intervals, which were derived from
the equations of propagative distorsion. The horn was divided into a number of
cascaded segments, with either exponential or conical expansions; the relative
delay of the successive signal points was computed inside each segment and then
summed to obtain the global acoustic delay. (Figure 6)

II1. Implementation in a DSP56001
The next step was then to realize the computation in real time. The process could
be implemented in two different manners:

· In time domain where each sample will be delayed or put forward in function
of its position and its initial velocity (propagative correction), with a correction
of its amplitude (static correction)

· Directly in the frequency domain, where the notion of harmonics is more
natural, but which demands a larger power of calculation for achieving a FFT
and IFFT

Mainly for reasons of hardware we have chosen to treat only the time domain.
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III. 1.Set up
Formulas of _(_o,I,z0) and static correction were decomposed in power series, with a
truncation which was determined by experimentation.

We have so two sets of coefficients: one for the static attenuation, and one for the
delays calculation (this latter being the sum of the coefficients relatives to each
geometrical parts of the horn taking in account the velocity at the beginning of each
section).

This coefficient are the keys of the software; and must be carefully chosen. They
will change with the modification of the conditions of exploitation (gain of the
amplifier, initial acoustic velocity, geometry of the horn...) but otherwise are
considered as constant.

111.2.Processing the data (figure 3)
After the sampling stage, each data is multiplied by the coefficients of the static
power series adjusting its amplitude in function of its velocity.

After that stage the delay for each sample is calculated.

Delay implementation is performed using a circular buffer. As this process must be
able to advance or delay the sample a general offset is done (half the length of the
buffer). A sample may be delayed by steps of l/rs (about 20.8 ps for fs = 48 kHz).
Maximum delay is half the length of the buffer multiplied by the sampling period.

Each cycle the buffer rotate, output his leftmost sample and input the newest
sample. This sample is inserted in the buffer corresponding to its delay, and the
samples to its left are shift. When a delay is asynchronous to the clock rate (i.e. not
a multiple of the sampling period), the corresponding sample is split between the
adjacent samples in the buffer (, interpolation process ,,). A second parallel buffer
(same length) store the weight of each sample.

Each output sample is divided by his weight and driven to the D/A converter.

IV. Experimentation (figure 2)
Equipment :.FFT ONO SOKKI, Audio precision, An amplifier powerful enough to
drive at high sound intensity a cabinet with the TAD driver loaded with a NEXO
horn. A unique digital source was split into two parts to allow a direct AB
comparison. Measurement and listening tests have been made with satisfactory
results. The last results (sine wave burst signals) have shown an average
diminution of distortion of 15dB in a bandwidth from 2kHz to 8kHz (with peak at -
23dB near 3.5kHz) (figures 8 & 9). The listening test was less satisfactory as the
unit wasn't driven as loud as we wanted to (and so have a lesser effect on the
correction), but on some high pitched vocal a sensible difference have been made.

However at this point of development those tests were essentially needed to valid
the model in a real time process.
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IV. 1.Propagative distortion correction
We haveclearly observedthat propagativedistortionwasthe maincause of
distortion in those tests. Main factor are:

· LEVEL :Thereduction is proportionnalwith the level,and best results have
been achievedwith sound pressureclose to 120dB. As seenbefore, the
buffer that orders the samples has a certain time accuracy. If there is not
enough pressure to have delays greater than that accuracy the correction will
be less efficient. Figure 10 showsclearly that the THD+N is proportionnalto
the level in a non-corrected signal, but on a corrected signal we noticed a
threshold under correction is unactiveand then the level of THD increaseat a
slower rate than the level of the signal (figure11).

; SAMPLING RATE: the sampling rate will determine the smaller correction
possible (buffer accuracy). Figure 12 shows the difference between a
sampling rate of 48 kHz and 80 KHz.

· PHASE: The correctionprocessis highlydependantof phase.As we
compute delays, a phase inversion would do the opposite of the correction
and worsen the distortion ! (figure 13)
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V. Further developments.

V.1.Model improvement
In the modeling we have considered that the medium was perfect and adiabatic,
and the acoustic wave was plane. Such assumptions are quite close to the reality in
most of the cases, however there is a certain point where approximations begin to
reach their limit of validity. At this point the deformation of the wave (according to
our model) if so strong that from a certain point the signal become non
causal (figure 7). In this case the point of validity was fixed by two factors: initial
velocity and frequency.

From this point a second order approximation may be not efficient enough, and the
we should look after equation dealing with strong non linearities or dissipative
medium [10].

The pain of such equations seems to be quite useless as the process seems to
work without problems until 10 kHz. (That means that harmonics are out of the
audio range, and 2ndis hardly audible).

In conclusion we can think that this model works quite well for an audio application,
and that the increase of performance are likely to be done with the implementation.

V.2. Implementation improvements
· In order to implement our algorithms on a limited DSP (56001 running at

20MHz), some trade off have been made: troncation of the power
developped equations at Iow order, a process of time interpolation not so
easy (and very heavy for the DSP as it concern div!sion).

· As you have noticed, the way of shifting a sample in a buffer is close to the
structure of an FIR. That could also explain why the correction is not as
efficient on the very high band: the algorithm of correction sometime act like
a Iow pass filter with a cut off frequency around 10 kHz(with only two or three
taps, but the effect is noticeable). And as the coefficient have been computed
for a certain velocity, the correction effect is too high (the signal is attenuated
by this pseudo-filter) and consequenly have the inverse effect r

· In the state of the project, where distortion above 8 kHz is not corrected, and
even slighly increased, a filtering could be made to split the high frequency
band in 2 part. A corrected part (1-10 kHz) and a non corrected part (above
10 kHz) which would have a constant delay (to match the offset of the
corrected part).

· As we seen before as the samling rate is very important an over sampled
signal could be considered as being a major improvement.
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VI. Conclusion
A new model of non linear behaviour in horns and phase plugs have been
determined and succefully tested. If the theoretical model has some limits, those are
well above the limit imposed by the technology which was used. Further test and
developpement are planned that should confirm this point. The model and the
process of precorrection have been patented in several countries.
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propagative effect on a sine Waveat f=8kHz as velocity increase
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distortedsine wave - limits of the theoretical model
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NEXOMSIC2+ TAD driv,er

Middle signal is uncorrected signal

Upper signal is the corrected signal with an inverted phase

Lower signal is the corrected signal
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